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Abstract: Like there is a rule: The bigger crisis of the global economy is, the more controversial
current economic thought aditudes are, respectively as Hegel would put it- History is repeating itself
and only manifestation forms and actors of historical events are changing. From the beginning of XX
century, Great Economic Crisis (1929 – 1934) has found economist in barren debates about perfect
competition, full employment, monopolies etc (Pierre Srafa, Joana Robinson etc). Their debates went
one way and real economic life took the other way. The same as today. Some are pro-expansive
monetary and fiscal politics supporters and some are pro-restrictive. Some wants to continue Lozane
School of „Pure Economics“ and with help of Mathematics and Statistics exactly solve current
problems in global economy. While economic „elite“ is in fearce academic debates, state in many
countries economies is getting worse every day. Other sciences are sciences, because they succesfully
solve both theoretical and practical questions and Economics as a science currently experiences its
bigest historical shame and debacle. Crisis is getting worse and worse. Why? Untill when? Is
Economics as a science to blame or the ones who are constantly stoping it in problem solving?
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1. Introduction

Global Economic crisis, emerged in second half of first decade of the XXI century has just
showed us again civilization continuity of market economy controversy from its creation to present
days. Contorversy stayed the same. Forms of expressing those controversy were only changing,
through different forms of economy cyclus and economic crisis. Market economy and the
competition are the necessity, but simultaneously the same market economy and the competition
cause cyclic movements in economy and economic and financial crisis. To the science of
Economics has been constatly objected why it cannot propose measures, which are going to prevent
crisis from happening. For the XIX Century and first half of the XX Century, justification could be
found. Methods and instruments of Economics failed to explain cyclic movements of economy and
emerging great economic crisis.  But, what is at hand now? Several economists won the Nobel Prize
for formulating many, very elaborated and precised econometrical methods and models. However,
crisis again emerged. That is yet another proof  claiming that  Economics can not be “Pure
Economics“  how representatives of Losane School of  Economic Thought called it, respectively it
can not be exact science exclusively, such Physics, Chemistry etc. Economics is a science, but its
character, methods and goals are dependant from  rulling social groups expressing interests.
Namely, what is at hand?

2. Economic Liberalism and (Neo) Classical Theory

Market economy and the competiton are the civilizational achievements. It can be objected
to the economists, they watch development of the civilization through economical determinism.
However, thing cannot be objected are the words of famous Adam Smith, he wrote back in
1776 in his book “Wealth of Nations“.[1] In mentioned book, Adam Smith is saying: “Our
dinner does not depend out of good will of the butcher or the brewer, but out of their taking
care about own interests.“ Butcher is going to sell good meat for dinner, not out of his joy
in buyers enjoyment while he is having it for dinner, but out of desire and hope the same
buyer comes tomorrow too at his place for meat and not to go to the competitor. Even if
buyer goes to the competitor, butcher will study why he went there. If competitor, in todays
terms  has better technology, our butcher will increase part of profit intended for investing
and invest it in buying of even better technology for meat production. At first glance, one
would think our dinner is dependant out of meat processing technology manufacturer.

However, a lot of economical insight is not needed to conclude that meat processing
manufacturers are going to race in improving their technological solutions, because
butchers are always going to buy more quality and new technological solutions. Hence,
market economy and the competition are the Adam Smith’s “Invisible Hand“ which
constantly leads manufacturers to maximizing the profits and as such represent spiritus
movens of developments and technology improvements. This led to the Industrial
Revolution at the beginning of the XVIII Century. [2]



Industrial Revolution happened thanks to the usage of machinery in production. Machines
enabled that former limited production grow into mass production. Primarily technological
inovations in England have accelarated web technique in 1733. By the end of the XVIII Century
there has been near 150 factories of textile opened. Invention of the steam engine in 1769,
developed and pattented by James Watt, have created driving machine independent of geographical
and athmospherical conditions. With accelerated ascend of machine industry, the progress in
metalurgy has bound to follow and in developing of iron smelters. That led to faster developing of
minery. Revolution in domain of marine transportation marked the building of the first steamship in
1807. New steam locomotive pattented by James Watt in 1814 have brought new impetus to the
progress of industry. Thanking to the great inventions and their fast application within industry,
England have become main manufacturer of machines, textile, steel, coal and various other
products.

For such fast technological and economical development, economists from all most every
school and direction  from back then, with slight diferentiations (Basically, through out of XIX
and at the beginning of  XX century, foundations of classical and neoclassical, hence
liberal and neoliberal economic thought have been laid), attributed credit to the economic
system of economic liberalism, absolutly domminant in economic life back then.

Economic liberalism had to gain its theoretical foundations also. They went from three basic
theoretical postulates:

1. Economy works in perfect competition conditions

2. Economy works in full employment conditions

3. Economy needs none intervention in area of economic policy by the State.

Each and every one posesses at least  1 of the production factors: work force, land o r
capital and as homo sapiens, he will use production factors at his disposal in most rational
manner, which enables him maximization of profits.  This means, phenomenon of
unemployment is imposible to happen. Neither disbalance in macroeconomical proporti ons
are not possible, because rational behaviour of economical subjects and perfect functioning
of commodity and factoral markets automaticaly removes every such disbalance .
Neoclassical theory expects forming of equilibrium prices at commodity markets and in markets of
production factors. If conditions of perfect competition are fulfilled, general equilibrium is
guaranteed in economy, which does not need intervention of economic policy.

 Conditions of perfect competition at commodity markets are: homogeneity of products, vast
number of sellers and buyers- which cannot influence the prices individually, information are
perfect (everyone knows all data about products wanted and offered), everyone has equal
opportunities of anticipating so no one can achieve competitive advantage on behalf of above
average good anticipation of the future. Entry of new companies within a branch is free and asks for
low costs. No one achieves competitive advantages on basis of technology or market proximity,
hence in Neoclassical Model, technology and spatial distances are exogenous factors. Not only
products are homogeneous, but production costs, respectively yields are constant.

At money and capital market there is equal information of all participants and there is no
moral hazard. At workforce market there is perfect competition, no one can ask and get higher
salary than equilibrium one at the market (or else finds himself unemployed), workforce is
homogenous and perfectly mobile (by its occupation and spatial). [3]



Although perfect competition model based in this manner, represented ideal-typical model,
which existed only in textbooks, it still gave some kind of theoretical explanation of economic
liberalism reality of the XIX century and at the beginning of  XX century until World War One;
reality in which almost none State intervention had existed in area of economic policy. However,
race for maximizing of profits and new technological discoveries couldn’t be stopped no more, by
anything.

2.1 What happened in 1930 and in 1931? [4]

After the WWI, “New Era” has come. Functions of the State in economy were limited.
Taxation has been decreased and role of the State was reduced to the protection of private property.
High economic activity has been result of transfer from war to peace economy. However,
representatives of private enterpreneurship considered such economic activity as a result of the
“New Era“, that is returning to free competition conditions and limited role of the State. Their
evaluation has been  denied by  The Great Economic Crisis, started in 1929.

In period from 1923 to 1929 in the USA, average wage of industrial worker by the hour, have
been increased by 8%. Simultaneously , profits of the corporations grew for  62%, and paid
dividends for 64%, by general growth of National Income of  21%. Increased National Income have
been much used disproportionately for private accumulation. Consumption has been left behind.
Because of it, accumulation went to Stock Market Exchange, instead of production. Speculative
race of inflating stock values and “easy money“ has begun. Stock value grow on every Stock
Market Exchange, especially at biggest of them all- New York Stock Market Exchange. There was
true craze of buyers to buy stocks in order to become rich. Most of these purchases were on credit,
which means buyer paid only portion for stocks acquired, at the moment of concluding contract
(around 10%-15%) and for rest of the price, he acquired loan from the bank or stock trader, while
pledging same securities for providing the loan. At the time of loan maturity, if the price of
securities was higher than purchase price, buyer could sell those securities and pay off the loan and
make profit and if the price was lower he then left securities to the loaner (creditor) to sell them and
by that settling his claim. All this took its toll, so the stocks were bought at substantially higher
prices than their true value at the moment of the purchase. By doing this, “financial bubbles” were
created; respectively speculator boom at the Stock Market Exchange has been created, because of
securities prices growth due to unreal expectations of securities buyers to make profit between
buying and selling price with paying off the loan and not because of the real profits of the company
whose stocks are traded with.

At the first half of 1920's in the US, buyers were earning on the difference between buying and
selling price of the stocks, not because of high current profits rates, but because of high profits rates
from WWI. When all the profits from WWI were spent and new ones have not been created,
because funds were not going to the new investments, but in savings and final consumption.

Such movements of funds not only did not return new profits, but also have diminished and
previous ones from WWI on the account of what companies suffered losses.

More was the case that in loan maturity, selling price of stocks was lower than buying, and
creditor sold them at the lower price from buying one just to settle somewhat his claim.
Simoultaneously, because of investing in large number of stocks, nominal value of company have
grown, and losses were piling. When they realized this, a real panic occured between stockholders
and Stock Market Exchange collapsed. Thus created so called “Black October“ in 1929.



Banks endeavor to reconcile opposed interests of savings depositors and lenders. Saving
depositors wants free access to the funds and in short period of time. Lenders need trust: they would
not risk sudden demand for payment emerges. Banks usually satisfy both parties’ wishes: depositors
have access to their money whenever they want and most of the money entrusted to the banks goes
to long-term loans. This functions, because money withdrawn more-less compensate with new
deposits, so banks only needs modest money reserves in cash to fulfil promises made. However,
sometimes a vast number of depositors try to withdraw money from a bank or from several banks
simultaneously. This leaves a bank from which depositors want to withdraw money without cash,
which is used to settle demands and can collapse it, even if the rumour is untrue. To make matters
worse onslaught on a bank can be contagious. If depositors of a certain bank lost their money, that
will probably make depositors of other banks nervous, which starts chain reaction. Wider economic
repercussions can occur: while surviving banks tries to collect cash by suspending loan approvals,
vicious circle is forming in which onslaughts on banks cause credit market collapse, on account of
which other companies sink and thus causes new problems for banks and so on. Almost all
participants of securities market, including professional ones (such John Rockefeller) and expert
ones (such Irving Fisher, famous professor of Economics at Yale University) suffered severe losses.
Peak has been reached in 1933, by the time when exchange rate lost about 85% of its initial value in
relation to the base year of 1929. All illusions of the “New Era” promoters have been busted to
bubble. That is what happend in 1930 and in 1931, on account of which makes Great Depression so
dramatic.

The Great Economic Crisis have shook existing economic teachings, which were based on
conditions of free market competition. Theory of the Monopoly and the Incomplete Competition is
about to be created. However, authors of the Monopoly and the Free Market Competition- Srafa,
Joana Robinson, Chamberlane etc. analyze monopoly, exclusively form exchange process point of
view and bring down their imperfection to the markets. They do not comprehand the fact that
“visibly-invisible arm“ of Adam Smith, towards its constant desire to maximize the profits leads to
technological growth and represent civilization spiritus movens of historical necessity of creating
the monopoly and the incomplete competition as a manifestation of growth internal logics in such
manner of production. This necessity has been recognized by John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946).
He says: “While according to it,  widening functions of the Government which brings task of
synchronization preferences towards consumption with stimulus to investments will be made of
XIX century publicists or to modern American financier as a terrible breach of the individualism- I
on the contrary defend it as an only possible alternative to avoid destruction of existing economic
forms within whole and as a precondition of a succesfull individual initiative acting“.[5] The State
got qualitative, new directing role within national economy. It becomes active participant in starting
and maintaining of production processes. Economic Liberalism and the Liberal State outgrow into
State Interventionism and State Capitalism.

By analyzing period between 1923 and 1929, period before The Great Economic Crisis,
Keynes  came to conclusion that in mutual influence between preferences towards consumption and
stimulus to invest, comes to incomplete usage of accumulation and declining volume of
spontaneous investment. Hence, preference towards consumption can not be significally changed ,
the vicous circle can be avoided only by the State Intervention and the Public Expenditure is  to fill
unsufficiant volume of private investing and thus providing economy on the level of full production
capacity usage. All this have influenced President Roosevelt  within so called New Deal policy to
initiante numerous  legislation in Congress with preemptive and control function. We are talking
about famous Acts – The Securities Act of 1933 and The Securities Exchange Act of 1934.



3. Globalization and the Great Economic Crisis in 2007

“Key word – globalization is basically uninterupted and rebuilding tendecy of capitalism, since
XV century which establishes and maintaines its lordship to widen it spatial onto entire World and
to make it eternal, on the grounds of endless accumulation of capital. For “The Great Hegemonists“
it is a continuum of fight for survival, which brings bot scientifical and humane progress, but also
hegemony and rule of power and force. There is no much new in it for these five centuries -since
XV century, evanescence capitalism is established and has established its global domination,
colonial or nowadays postcolonial”. [6]

Nowadays can be written about new Boogieman, which circels the planet from the end of
XX century and at the beginning of XXI century. It is the Boogieman of Globalization. This
Boogieman simmilar as the one described by Marx and Engels, cause different reactions of almost
every significant scientifical, ideal, cultural, social and political streamings and movements in
Europe and the world.

Globalization has dramatically shook existing civilizational order. That word marked
dramatically spirit of the time at the beginning of the new Millenia. Globalization leaves no one
indifferent.

Present day is simbolized by the word called “globalization“. Globalistic movements are
extremly strong in creating new world map; they remind of the movements of heated machine.
However, courses of this machine’s movements are unpredictible, like they are determined by
some invisible director, which in directing the play of todays epoch pulls many strings of our
daily lives. Besides all of that, answer to a question: “What is globalization?“ represents true
enigma. There are many disputes about answering to this question, in which come to the fore
diametraly oposit points of view.

Previously mentioned and next divisons concerning globalization are mostly expressed in
famous Held’s classification to Hyperglobalists, Sceptics and Tranasformationists,[7] also as
showed in works of Z. Bauman,[8] M. Castels,[9] U. Beck,[10] and A. Giddens[11].

At one pole are the ones who see in it new horizons of mankind and path finally
discovered into Earthly Garden of Eden. Globalization is just like a river which can not be
stoped by nothing and no one.

“Within modern institutionalization of international economic relations, basic methods and
instruments of globalization are incorporated within agreements concluded at Monetary and
Financial Confference, held on July 1944 at Bretton Woods.“[12]

At this confference have been decided of establishing the International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Rebuilding and Development. These two institutions should have provided
international monetary and financial cooperation: first one in the area of international payments and
the second one in the area of midle-term and long-term financing. The IMF and the World Bank
are the most important institutions on account of the fact they were in a center of great economic
dealings in a world throughout last two decades, including financial crises and transition of
former socialistic countries towards market economies.



The ones called for a Confference at Bretton Woods, had in mind mentioned Global Depression
from the 1930’s. British economist,  John Meynard Keynes, who is going to be key participant at
Bretton Woods, have offered explanation  of crisis and matching set of recipes for overcoming it.
According to Keynes, abscence of sufficient agregat demand explains the causes of economic downfall.
Matching economic policies of the Government can stimulate agregate demands.  In cases where
monetary policy shows itself ineffective, Government relies on fiscal policy, by increasing its own
expenditure or by tax cuts.

After the Great Economic Crisis and WWII, United States Congress has taken care that
mistakes from the days of the Great Economic Crisis, are not to be repeated. Regulations and
Guarantees System have been imposed, which provided safety net for financial system and
everything worked well.

Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FED)
during the 1990’s considered economy stepped into new zone of productivity through technological
revolution (and especially with development of Internet) in which avoiding of cyclic crisis is
possible.

All usual signs of economy overheating – big growth of real estate prices, stocks, raw materials,
also big deficit of the Current Account, got new explanation and stopped to be considered as a
problem. In that kind of “Universe” it was on the monetary government to provide enough money
to the system, so the loans could flow without interruptions towards consumers. Based in a centre of
this model is a citizen, which goes more into debt and spends. Financial sector greeted new ideas
open handed, so with the help of cheap money line of greed has been moved once again –
approving of mortgage loans to credit-incapable ones has begun.

Primarily, initial determination of the IMF has been founded on the finding that markets often
do not function well. When markets do not function well it can led to huge unemployments. The
IMF has been established in accordance to belief, that corective action is needed on global level, so
economic stability could be held.

Over the years of its existance, the IMF  has significaly changed. Based on initial belief that
markets often function badly, the IMF is now changed fundamentally and with ideological passion
rises idea of market perfection. Based also on the belief that international preassure is needed on the
countries to lead expansion policies, such as increasing of expenditure, tax cuts or interest rates
reduction, to stimulise economy-today is vice versa. The IMF provides funds only if countries are
engaged into policies such deficit reduction, tax increasing or interest rates increasing, policies
leading into recession.

Most dramatic changes in these institutions have occured dureing the early 1980’s at a time when
Ronald Reagan in the USA and Margaret Thatcher in the UK, preached free market ideology. The
IMF and the World Bank have become new missionary institutions through  which ideas and
ideology of the free market and market fundamentalism have been imposed to the poor countries and
which often had big needs for loans and donations. Finance Secretaries of the poor countries have
been ready to make various concesions in order to get funds they need.

Basis of the Breton Woods’s platform has been USA strength and their interests in
strengthening rest of the world’s economies and also their immunization with regard to communism
and to hampers Soviet Union. Speaking of the IMF reform today, central role of the USA is an
essence of the problem.



Financial crisis, started in 2007, showed what happens if Voucher of the financial system
succumbs to a crisis of his own. Having in mind this course of events, it is clear even if USA can
solve financial crisis they caused, other will suffer its consequences alone. Long time ago a certain
American Secretary of treasury said: “Dollar is our currency, but yours trouble”. Others will not be
easy in solving the crisis, while USA does not solve it back home. [13]

Changes during the early 1970’s and the 1980’s at the time of Ronald Reagan in the USA and
Margaret Thatcher in the UK, preaching of free market ideology, got their theoretical, practical, even
ideological foundation within “Washington Consensus“, which has been formulated in 1990.
Basically, that was ten recomendations from: Washington, IMF, World Bank, reffering to Latin
America countries. Those were following recomendations: fiscal discipline, redirection of public
expenditure, tax reforms, liberalization of financial markets, unified exchange rate based on the
grounds of competitive relations, foreign Trade liberalization, openness towards foreign investments,
privatization, comprehensive deregulation of all social and State and especially economy flows and
financial markets and clear ownership rights. Most important recomednations were related to fiscal
and monetary discipline, foreign Trade and the investments liberalization and to the comprehensive
privatization and deregulation.

Contet and title of Consensus became controversy. John Williamson[14] states his
recomendations did not contain free capital investment movements, monetarism, “economy of
supply“, minimum taxes and concept of so called “Minimum State“. Such amendment on
developing concept, according to Williamson is the consequence of neoconservative programs of
Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan. On the other hand, macroeconomic discipline, stability,
privatization, market economy and free trade represents contact elements with neoliberal
economists gathered within Mont Pellerin Society and with the ideas of Milton Friedmann and
Friedrich von Hayek.

Fiscal austerity, privatization and market liberalization[15]  represents three pillars of
Washington Consensus and major economic determination of modern globalzation during the
1980’s and 1990’s.

According to Washington Consensus, growth is achieved through liberalization, respectively
“liberation“ of the market. Privatization, liberalization and macroeconomic stability should provide
climate for attracting investments, including ones comming abroad. Those investments generate growth.
Foreign business brings technical expertize and access to foreign markets, thus creating new
employment possibilities.

Thanks to globalization, using cheap labor throughout the World through Multinational Companies
and cheap raw materials, American economy achieved high profit margins, but simoultainiously has
restructured its economy. Industry has moved to non-developed countries with cheap labor and cheap
raw materials and in the USA mostly service activities are developing.

High profit margins as in after WWI found themselves onto deregulated banking and financial
markets. In this manner, according  to Streisler[16]  basis of todays financial market crisis has been
created, because since year 2000 in the entire World there is more savings than investments “
American banks have 65% to 75% of global financial surplus into savings deposits. And what do
they do with those savings? Speculate at financial markets, which amongst other things means
searching for profits on expense of others, because there is no real production”, states Streisler. [17]

Simultaneous problem is significantly exacerbated the fact that newest Technological
Revolution in the area of computers, software or Internet has not been much demanding for
investments and also the fact that in computer industry there were no significant progress within



last 4 to 5 years, within new solutions which would find application in mass production and sales.
On the other hand, predictions of American financial analysts say fall of consumer spending already
happened and cutting down of jobs, in order for corporations to cut their losses, which deepens
recession certainly. Loans under bad conditions are approved and in summer of 2007, Wall Street
declares crash of the real-estate market.

So, what really happened and based on what Krugman makes a parallel with the Economic
Crisis 1929 and 1930 and Economic crisis 2007 and 2008 ? Krugman states very solid conclusion:
“...we were partying like it was 1929- and now 1930 has come. Current financial crisi has been
really updated version of bank onslaught three generation ago“.[18]

4. Neoclassical Thought, Globalization and Cyclic Movements in the Economy

Now in globalization terms there are new and even bigger issues for Neoclassical Theory.
Yesterday’s manufacturings have grown into oligopolies and monopolies, first within national terms
and then by appearing of Transnational Companies into international terms too. Perfect competition
conditions, needed for (neo) classic model of economy to work, do not exist. So, in imperfect
competition conditions, monopoly and economies of scale, structure of international trade cannot be
observed more on to level of national countries. Companies have monopoly strength acquired
positions not only at domestic, but in global market too. Dominating market structures are
oligopolies. Products are differentiated and heterogeneous, information is  asymmetrical, there are
internal and external economies of scale, entry of new companies within a branch is hard and
expensive, and decisions are made within conditions of uncertainty. Oligopolies have become main
carriers of innovations. Innovations create asymmetrical information which is the source of
monopoly position and monopoly rent. Now, global economy is not in expansion by colonial
conquests but trans-nationalization. Sole existence of the Transnational Companies is proof enough
of neoclassical model dysfunction.

Even though prescribed medicine for stagflation (comprehensive deregulation and
liberalization, Washington Consensus etc.) which has been discovered within frames of
Neoclassical theory and applied during “Regulatory Reforms” of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan, led to financial crisis in 2007, neoclassic do not acknowledge crisis in real and financial
sector at all, even when they became painfully obvious, neoclassic answer they are unavoidable,
even useful. In Neoclassic Theory, non-equilibrium within macroeconomic proportions supposedly
is impossible, because rational behaviour of subjects in economy and perfect functioning of
commodity and factorial markets such non-equilibrium automatically removes. However, trouble
lies in the fact, that Human, which is also subject in economy, cannot as a homo sapiens to act in
most rational of manner which is going to enable maximization of profits in irrational environment
of imperfect competition when companies have monopoly strength and acquired positions not only
at domestic market, but in global market and when dominate oligopolies market structures.

On a theoretical scale, discontinuity with less successful attempts to make Neoclassical
Theory applicable started Dixit and Stieglitz [19] back in 1977, in paper about monopolistic
competition and product diversification optimum. Their theoretical grounds are kept quiet for a long
time.

Only Paul Krugman [20] has on that base, back in 1979 explained phenomenon of
agglomeration and production spatial deployment. In following papers he explained driving forces



of concentration, respectively production deployment within global scale on relation North-South
and their changes.

By analyzing state in a science of Economics, especially in Macroeconomics Krugman [21]
has identified many weaknesses of it, on account of which current economic crisis in the USA and
worldwide has not been predicted on time and prevented what even today about the ways of solving
it in Economics and politics exist diametrically  opposed grounds. Krugman considers academic
Economics has changed systems of real economies with its beautiful models based on nonexistent
economy: rational manufactures and consumer’s behaviour, and perfect competition. To make the
things worse even talking about financial crisis; long ruling model Capital Asset Pricing Model
(CAPM) not only has pretended to enable choice of optimal portfolio, but to determine prices of
financial derivatives, claims in relation to claims. Trouble is off course this theory comes from
rational investor, who rationally adjusts yield and risk from solid belief that financial markets work
perfectly, which means they form price of financial assets unmistakably on bases of all information
available. In this area too, as in real part of economy, these assumptions do not exist. Krugman
especially minds deducting of equilibrium prices of certain financial assets from relations with
prices of other financial assets with no connection whatsoever with state and movements in real
sector of economy. When all these assumptions went unfulfilled, “balloons” are formed based on
unreal expectations of inflated prices of financial assets, whose bursting means beginning of
financial crisis. Because of the interconnection of global financial markets, especially if crisis
breaks into country of global spear currency, respectively the USA, it widens to entire world.

5. Closing Arguments

When discussing strategies to come out from the Global Economic Crisis, after everything
many would suggest returning to Keynses State Intervetionism. However, global economy is not
spreading now by colonial conquests but with transnationalization of business and with
Transnational Companies production deployment. Global economy in colonial days has been in
control of colonial powers and now by Transnational Companies, so the Keynses State
Interventionism at national level would not be of much help. It can help to some countries, though.
Best example is the China. China has kept its economic and monetary sovereignty. There are those
who say China is to blame for crisis on account of great trade suffices, respectively USA deficit.
Claim stated is absolutely incorrect. By deindustrialization of its economy (American Transnational
Companies have with direct investments in undeveloped countries, where labour and other
production factors are cheaper, dislocated production from the USA and left their population
jobless) USA done it alone and hence there is generally only service sector left back home,
manoeuvre capacity is significantly lowered to try applying classic Keynes measures of fiscal and
monetary macroeconomic policy to led country out of crisis.

Dislike USA, by vastly using workforce as a cheap production factor and foreign capital,
investing into new technologies, China has kept its economic and monetary sovereignty  and mildly
overtook Keynes program of stimulating measures which is in relation to its economy, greater than
any country’s program, including USA. In a beginning of a crisis, Chinese business banks
significantly lowered loans towards companies and population; then extremely wide program of
investing in infrastructure has been started and especially has been implemented a very wide social
program with transfer payments. By transfer payments on non-inflator manner creates domestic
demand and keeps production and employment growth.



Developing infrastructure program gave incentive in volume of 2% to 3% of GDP and is
very good located in area where it is going to give high yield. In a frame of social programs China
expanded reach of Medical Security onto extra 400 million of population. Transfer payments
receive 75 millions of people with low incomes. Pensions have been increased for multiple higher
percent than inflation. [22] Assessment goes that on account of these successes China is going to be
amongst the first countries that are overcoming consequences of economic crisis and recession in
the world. Its banks have no contaminated financial assets, and its companies and its population has
a very low rate of debt. While the debt of population is 100% of GDP in USA, there is only 20% of
it in China.

Many authors claimed China chained itself with large US Dollar reserves which are
consequences of its trade suffice in relation to USA. However, China found good way for usage of
it. Total foreign investments globally at 2008 went down for about 20%, while direct investments of
China abroad doubled. [23] What is this about? China invests surplus of its Dollars. While average
amount of Chinese investments abroad 1990-1999 has been USD 2.3 billion, they reached USD
24.8 billion in 2007 and in 2008 there are estimates they reached USD 40.7 billion. Even some
Chinese companies move their work-intensive productions in countries with cheap labour and cheap
locations, such as Vietnam and African countries.

Question goes: Can financial crisis, starting from its causes and even joint recession be can
overcome with individual countries measures or global issues demands for global solutions? If we
are dealing with global solutions, two types of questions impose. First is: Which subject creates
global solutions? ; And the second one is: Which elements necessary solution has to have?

By answering above questions we need to recollect earlier analyisis and fact that State
Interventionism has been drawn from the most, predominantly undeveloped economies and
depend out of state in developed market economies. Now it is clear that transnational companies
are the proof of Neoclassical model dissfunctionality. Problem lies in fact, there is no suitable
joint institutions for all in global economy within which in best interest of everybody involved,
policies and joint measures of intervention would be formulated. When instead, small groups
govern institutions, disregarding the effects of the measures at the rest of the world, global crisis
not only is not solving but is making worse.

So, returning to Keynesian State Interventionism would be quite logical if in meantime in
race for maximazing of profits, globalization processes did not substantially minimized
significance of national economies. Namely, developed market economies are in an effort to
provide themselves cheap production factors by insisting comprehensive deregulation of all markets
, financial markets and commodity markets, workforce markets, towards direct investments of
Transnational Companies into undeveloped economies, they have predominantly deindustrialized
own economies keeping mostly service sector. Simoultaneously, developed market economies are
mostly closed for influx of commodities, services and workforce from undeveloped economies.
What happened? With deregulated and liberalised markets in presence of Transnational Companies,
undeveloped economies have lost part of economic and monetary souveregnity, and by it also an
option to influence their economies going out from crisis by implementing measures of State
Intervention in area of monetary and fiscal macroeconomic policy. So, they depend out of
developed market economies healing and by all means USA economy, whose currency is spear
currency of many undeveloped countries.



CONCLUSION

Finally, can Economics as a Science  be “Pure Economics“?

Most of economists are implementing research methodlogies of Economics as a science as

predefined frame from other sciences, mostly from Mathematics and Statistics. Research

methodlogies are not developing through analysis of Economics itself as a science. By using official

records, either to perform conclusions, or for own calculations of different economic indicators,

economist became “persuaders“, who retorically depending of the orderer needs to persuade target
groups of audience to validity of certain measures of economic policy. Thank to technology

development in many communication means, science knowledge is no longer property of specific

scientific communities, but property of all interested parties.[24] When economy is at stake,

everybody are interested parties then. This interest is expressed especially in times of economic

crisis. Population is interested , because it is concerned for poor living standard, job cuttings and

poor quality of life.  Carriers of economic government and public function in general are

concerned for perserving of power in first elections to come. Economists dealing with

Economics as a science, found themselves between a rock and a hard place.

Concerned for own existence, often as a a true “persuaders“ manipulate the data,
mathematical and statistical methods, to justify measures of economic policy carried thru by

carriers of economic government, even then when it is quite obvious that state of economy

does not conccur with their persuaders attitudes.

Economics as a science should not adapt economy’s life to its models and persuaders
attitudes, but with own economic instruments to study life of the economy itself.
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